
Final Exam Part B (6 marks) 

Create a short video (roughly 5 minutes long) in which you explain how to solve the following 
problem: 

A 6.25 kg monkey stands on a uniform ladder of mass 12.7 kg and length L.  The ladder rests 
against a frictionless wall at an angle of 49.0° with respect to the horizontal.  The ladder is on 
the brink of slipping when the monkey is one-third of the way up the ladder. 

(a) Draw a force diagram for the ladder, and label your x and 
y axes on your diagram. 

(b) Find the normal force exerted by the wall on the ladder. 
Be sure to indicate on your diagram where you have 
placed the pivot point for the torque equation, and explain 
the reason for your choice. 

(c) Find the normal force exerted by the ground on the 
ladder. 

(d) Find the coefficient of static friction between the ladder 
and the ground. Explain how each of the two normal 
forces calculated above are involved in determining this 
value. 

 

 

 

Submitting your work: Upload both your video and your corresponding written calculations to “Final 
Exam Part B” on Blackboard. If you find it easier to write out your work first, and then record yourself 
explaining your work (rather than writing out your calculations while recording your video) that is fine.   

Note that no credit will be given for this question if you do not submit a video of yourself explaining your 
work.  It is expected that you will appear in your video.       

Instructions on how to create a video and embed it in an assignment submission can be found here: 
https://pressbooks.bccampus.ca/unbcstudents/chapter/creating-a-video-in-kaltura-media-recorder/.  It 
seems that some versions of Chrome have trouble uploading Kaltura video.  If you are unable to upload 
your video using Chrome, switching to Firefox should fix the issue. 

 
Note that if you prefer to record your video using something other than Kaltura (e.g. using your 
cellphone) that is fine.  But you must follow the proper procedure as described in the link above for 
submitting your video: In the submission area click on “Write Submission” and then on the “Mashups” 
tool and select “Kaltura Media” and then “Add New” followed by “Media Upload”.  Do not just attach 
your video directly to your assignment, as this will overwhelm the Blackboard server.  
 


